Negative ions of p-nitroaniline: photodetachment, collisions, and ab initio calculations.
The structures of parent anion, M(-), and deprotonated molecule, [M-H](-), anions of the highly polar p-nitroaniline (pNA) molecule are studied experimentally and theoretically. Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) of the parent anion is employed to estimate the adiabatic electron affinity (EAa = 0.75 ± 0.1 eV) and vertical detachment energy (VDE = 1.1 eV). These measured energies are in good agreement with computed values of 0.73 eV for the EAa and the range of 0.85 to 1.0 eV for the VDE at the EOM-CCSD∕Aug-cc-pVTZ level. Collision induced dissociation (CID) of deprotonated pNA, [pNA - H](-), with argon yielded [pNA - H - NO](-) (i.e., rearrangement to give loss of NO) with a threshold energy of 2.36 eV. Calculations of the energy difference between [pNA - H](-) and [pNA - H - NO](-) give 1.64 eV, allowing an estimate of a 0.72 eV activation barrier for the rearrangement reaction. Direct dissociation of [pNA - H](-) yielding NO2(-) occurs at a threshold energy of 3.80 eV, in good agreement with theory (between 3.39 eV and 4.30 eV). As a result of the exceedingly large dipole moment for pNA (6.2 Debye measured in acetone), we predict two dipole-bound states, one at ~110 meV and an excited state at 2 meV. No dipole-bound states are observed in the photodetachment experiments due the pronounced mixing between states with dipole-bound and valence character similar to what has been observed in other nitro systems. For the same reason, dipole-bound states are expected to provide highly efficient "doorway states" for the formation of the pNA(-) valence anion, and these states should be observable as resonances in the reverse process, that is, in the photodetachment spectrum of pNA(-) near the photodetachment threshold.